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USER GUIDE



GETTING STARTED

Before first use, fully charge the base and wash all parts that will touch food.
Screw body on to base firmly. The LED display will flash 88 when the body is correctly screwed on.

TO RECHARGE

1. Gently pull open the rubberized cover from the charging port.
2. Using the provided cord, plug the small end into the charging port and plug the other end into an active USB 

outlet. While charging, the display will show Ch.  
3. Once the battery is fully recharged, the display will show F and charging will automatically stop.
4. Unplug cord and replace the charging port cover.

NOTE: Complete charge time is about 3 hours in warm temperatures and 8 hours in cold. Battery charging speeds 
naturally slow in low temperatures. Do not attempt to charge if the battery has been in freezing temperatures until 
the battery has time to thaw.

TO USE

PREPARE: Wash fruit and cut into about one inch pieces. Be sure to remove rinds or seeds before placing in 
blender. Put fruit into blender first.

ADD: Pour in ice and liquid to about 80% full, keeping a couple of inches unfilled so the blender has space to 
properly blend.

BLEND: Press the power button to start blending. If you are blending tougher items like ice, place the cup upside 
down before you start, then slowly turn the cup back upright as you blend. Repeat this motion while blending to 
help the motor handle tougher items.

POWER OFF: Push the power button again to power off, or allow it to automatically stop at 20 seconds. Allow a 
few seconds between blends for the motor to cool.

ENJOY: Sip your smoothie directly from the blender or use the travel bottom. To attach the travel bottom while 
the container is full, tighten the cap, turn the unit upside down so the inside contents rest on the cap, unscrew the 
blender base and then screw on the travel bottom. Once the travel bottom is secure you can turn your cup right 
side up again.

WASHING AND STORAGE

1. Hand wash only. Do not use abrasives to clean any part of your Patriot Power Blender. 
2. Do not wash in dishwasher. Do not submerge blending base.
3. Wash the blades immediately after use. To clean, rinse out blender while body is still attached. Add water and a 

small amount of detergent to body, replace lid and blend for 20 seconds. Dump water, remove body and use a 
washcloth to wipe blades and base. Rinse thoroughly, being careful to not wet the charging port. 
Set out to dry.

4. Store in a dry location.

WARNINGS

1. When in operation, DO NOT OPEN LID and put your fingers or other hard objects into the cup.
2. Keep out of reach of children.
3. Do not continuously run. The electronic components build high load and heat, which will affect machine life. 

Give your blender some time to cool between blends.
4. Your Patriot Power Blender is designed with a safety feature that will turn off the motor if the blades encounter 

a strong resistance. This is to protect your fingers, but can happen with a big piece of fruit or a chunk of ice.  
When working, if the fruit piece is too big, the motor will stop suddenly and lock. Simply power off to reset the 
machine and press power again to restart. You may need to stir or remove the blocking item to get your blender 
going again.

5. This product is only suitable for personal or household use. Do not use if the blender is damaged. Repairs should    
be done by professionals.

6. Because the blades are very sharp, please be careful when cleaning your Patriot Power Blender.
7. The battery in your Patriot Power Blender is built-in and cannot be removed. Please dispose/recycle with the 

battery in mind.

LED DISPLAY TECHNICAL HELP/GUIDE

Common alerts:

Does not turn on and there is no LED display.
• Check that the body is tightly screwed onto the base.
• Try recharging; your battery may be 100% depleted.

Stops during use and LED display shows Lo.
• Your battery has run low. Recharge to correct.

Stops working and LED display shows 05.
• Blender has been running empty for 5 seconds and it has stopped to protect the motor from overheating. 

Add your blending ingredients and then press button to power on.

Stops during use and LED display slowly flashes EL.
• Blender has hit something hard and it has stopped to protect the motor. Remove the hard object and restart.

LED display quickly flashes Er and will not start blending.
• Check that the body is tightly screwed onto the base.

Leaking water.
• Make sure silicone ring that sits in the base is there and fits properly.

LED display flashes Ch. 
• Battery is charging correctly.

LED display shows FL.
• Battery is full and charging is complete.


